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The IHS Knowledge Collections comprise comprehensive, authoritative engineering and technical reference 

content, aggregated and readily accessible in one place, to help engineers, scientists and other technical 

professionals quickly make the best decisions. Companies large and small, across industry sectors, have 

adopted the IHS Knowledge Collections to address the technical challenges impacting decision-making from 

research and development through to production, maintenance and disposal. These organizations are using the 

IHS Knowledge Collections to help them grow revenues, increase profitability and mitigate risk. 

Here are the Top 10 Reasons why you and your organization need to join these successful companies in 

adopting the IHS Knowledge Collections today. 

Find all the information you need in one place! 

 

Full access to technical content from publishers like Wiley and McGraw-Hill, along 

with content from more than 400 other IHS publishing partners 

Improves engineering efficiency by providing a single source for essential applied 

engineering books, handbooks, manuals and more, not available anywhere else through 

a single source, plus federated searches across third-party content that you already 

subscribe to from organizations like ASTM, ASME, IEEE and many others.  

Discover knowledge, wherever it resides! 

 

Federated search across internal and external sources, plus 43M+ worldwide 

patents. 

Speeds innovation and problem-solving by allowing you to tap into knowledge already 

residing within your company (on shared drives, intranets, PLM applications, document 

repositories, and more). Track external websites for consumer sentiment insights and 

competitive intelligence. And pinpoint relevant global patents – the largest database of 

how technical problems have been solved, so you don't reinvent the wheel. 

Ensure compliance! 

 

Access your standards content (what you need to do) alongside applied 

engineering reference content (how you need to do it) 

Ensures that you have all the information you need to implement the requirements of 

critical industry standards, combining the 1.6M+ standards in IHS Standards Expert with 

100M+ applied engineering documents in the IHS Knowledge Collections.  

Develop new products faster! 

 

Integration with 3D CAD Models 

Reduces design cycles through access to a built-in configurator to generate 

downloadable 3D CAD Models based on critical standards (currently available for 

AIA/NAS standards through IHS Standards Expert).  
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Make better decisions faster! 

What 

causes 

galvanic 

corrosion? 

Patented question-answer search technology 

Accelerates decision cycles by helping you drill down quickly to the solution you need to 

address an engineering or technical challenge, across internal and external sources, and 

applied engineering content from leading industry publishers.  

Gain unique insights! 

 

Exclusive IHS content not available anywhere else, like ESDU (engineering best 

practices), EIATRACK (environmental regulations), IHS Janes (Aerospace & 

Defense insights), and more 

Provides analysis and information unavailable from any other source, covering topics 

applicable to a variety of industries and engineering disciplines.  

Go with a trusted partner! 

 

45+ years providing critical technical content to engineers and other technical 

professionals 

Gives you the assurance of working with an experienced partner, with a track record of 

providing authoritative content to organizations like yours, and long-term relationships 

with critical content partners. 

Tap into the wisdom of your peers! 

 Online community of 65,000 engineers through the CR4 forum, by and for 

technically-minded people 

Keeps you and your colleagues abreast of the latest technical developments and hot 

topics being discussed throughout the engineering community.  

Value When and Where You Need It! 

 

Easy to get started, with pro-rated subscriptions to be co-terminus with your 

existing subscriptions from IHS, plus enterprise-wide access 

Simplifies your finance and accounting processes by aligning your IHS subscriptions 

with your budgetary cycle, and an enterprise-wide license can ensure access for all your 

engineers, regardless of their location.  

Ensure user adoption! 

 

Use a proven platform, already on the desktops of more than 600,000 users 

globally 

Simplifies adoption across your organization by leveraging a popular platform built to 

align and integrate with your workflows, with easy yet powerful search capabilities, 

Favorites, Watch Lists and Alerts.  

 

http://cr4.globalspec.com/

